Thousands of candidate human-specific regulatory sequences (HSRS) have been identified, supporting the idea that unique to human phenotypes result from human-specific changes to genomic regulatory networks (GRNs). The sequence quality of reference genome databases is essential for the accurate definition of regulatory DNA segments as candidate HSRS. It is unclear how database improvements would affect the validity of the HSRS' definition. Sequence conservation analysis of 15,371 candidate HSRS was carried out using the most recent releases of reference genomes' databases of humans and nonhuman primates (NHP) defining the conservation threshold as the minimum ratio of bases that must remap of 1.00. This analysis identifies 3,793 regulatory DNA segments that lack evidence of human-specific mutations and represent regulatory sequences highly conserved in humans, Bonobo, and Chimpanzee. Present analysis revealed a major database refinement's effect on the validity of HSRS' definition and suggests that human-specific phenotypes may evolve as a results of integration into human-specific GRNs of both conserved in NHP and human-specific genomic regulatory elements.
Introduction
Extensive search for human-specific genomic regulatory sequences (HSRS) revealed thousands candidate HSRS, a vast majority of which is residing within non-protein coding genomic regions ( primates but accelerated in the human lineage (haDHS) and may have contributed to human-specific phenotypes. They estimated that 70% of substitutions in haDHSs are attributable to positive selection consistent with the hypothesis that these DNA segments have been subjects to human-specific adaptive evolution resulting in creation of human-specific regulatory sequences.
Definition of HARs, which is one of the most actively investigated HSRS families, is based on calculations as a baseline the evolutionary expected rate of base substitutions derived from the experimentally determined level of conservation between multiple species at the given locus. The statistical significance of differences between the observed substitution rates on a lineage of interest in relation to the evolutionary expected baseline rate of substitutions can be estimated. This method is considered particularly effective for identifying highly conserved sequences within noncoding genomic regions that have experienced a marked increase of substitution rates on a particular lineage. It has been successfully applied to humans (Pollard et al. 2006; Prabhakar et al. 2006; Bird et al. 2007) , where the rapidly-evolving sequences that are highly conserved across mammals and have acquired many sequence changes in humans since divergence from chimpanzees were designated as human accelerated regions (HARs). Experimental analyses of HARs bioactivity revealed that some HARs function as non-coding RNA genes expressed during the neocortex development (Pollard et al., 2006) and human-specific developmental enhancers (Prabhakar et al. 2008) . Consistent with the hypothesis that HARs function in human cells as regulatory sequences, most recent computational analyses and transgenic mouse experiments demonstrated that many HARs represent developmental enhancers (Capra et al., 2013) .
The high sequence quality of the reference genome databases is essential for accurate definition of regulatory DNA segments as candidate HSRS. To address the problem of a database improvements' effect on the validity of the HSRS definition, sequence conservation analysis of 15,371 candidate HSRS was carried out using the most recent releases of reference genomes' databases of humans and nonhuman primates (NHP).
In this analysis, the sequence conservation threshold was defined as the minimum ratio of bases that must remap of 1.00. Present analysis demonstrates that a total of 3,793 regulatory DNA segments (Supplemental Data Set 1), which were previously defined as candidate HSRS, should be classified as the highly conserved in humans and nonhuman primates regulatory sequences, thus reducing the number of candidate HSRS by 24.7%.
Results and Discussion

Sequence conservation analysis of human accelerated DNase I hypersensitive sites
The identified haDHSs represent relatively short DNA segments of the median size 290 bp. (range from 150-1010 bp.; average size of 323 bp.), which are predominantly located within intronic and intergenic sequences (Gittelman et al., 2015) . To test whether reported 524 haDHSs represent human-specific DNA sequences, the The most recent releases of the corresponding reference genome databases were utilized to ensure the use of the most precise, accurate, and reproducible genomic DNA sequences available to date. The results of these analyses are reported in the Table 1 . Several thresholds of the LiftOver algorithm MinMatch function (minimum ratio of bases that must remap) were utilized to assess the sequences conservation and identify candidate human-specific regulatory sequences as previously described (Glinsky, 2015) . In this analysis, the candidate human-specific regulatory sequences were defined based on conversion failures to both Chimpanzee's and Bonobo's genomes and supported by direct visual evidence of human-specific sequence alignment differences of the Multiz Alignments of 20 mammals (17 primates). It appears that only small fractions (0.2%-13.9%) of reported 524 haDHSs can be defined as candidate human-specific regulatory sequences even using different sequence conservation thresholds (Table 1 ). Based on this analysis, the vast majority (86.1% to 99.8%) of 524 haDHSs could be classified as the candidate regulatory sequences that appear conserved in humans and nonhuman primates. Therefore, a major reference genome database refinements' effect was observed on definition of haDHS family of candidate HSRS.
Interestingly, the Multiz Alignments of 20 mammals (17 primates) revealed that 71% of candidate human-specific haDHSs defined at 0.99 MinMatch threshold (Table 1) contain small human-specific inserts of 2-15 bp., suggesting a common mutation mechanism ( Supplemental Table S1 ). A majority (78%) of candidate human-specific haDHSs are located within the intronic (47.9%) and intergenic (30.1%) sequences ( Supplemental Table S2 ). However, 15 of 73 (20.5%) candidate human-specific haDHSs sequences appear to intersect exons, 11 of which include intron/exon junctions ( Supplemental Tables S1 & S2) . Intriguingly, this analysis identified the 18 bp. human-specific deletion within the exon 9 of the PAX8 gene, which appears to affect the structure of the PAX8-AS1 RNA as well ( Supplemental Table S1 ).
Sequence conservation analysis of human accelerated regions
Strikingly similar results were observed when the sequence conservation analysis of 2,745 HARs was performed ( Table 2 ). It appears that only small fractions (1.2%-9.3%) of reported HARs can be defined as candidate human-specific regulatory sequences using different sequence conservation thresholds ( Table 2) .
Based on this analysis, the vast majority (90.7% to 98.8%) of 2,745 HARs could be classified as the candidate regulatory sequences that appear conserved in humans and nonhuman primates ( Table 2) . Therefore, there is a major reference genome database refinements' effect on the accuracy of definition of the HARs family of candidate HSRS.
Sequence conservation analysis of other classes of candidate HSRS
In contrast to haDHS and HARs, other classes of candidate HSRS were defined based on the failure of alignments of human regulatory DNA segments to the reference genome databases of other species (Marnetto et al., 2014; Glinsky, 2015) . It appears that a majority (82.1%-88.4%) of reported DNase I hypersensitive sitesderived fixed human specific regulatory regions (DHS_FHSRR) can be defined as candidate human-specific regulatory sequences using different sequence conservation thresholds (Table 3 ). Based on this analysis, the relatively minor fraction (11.6% to 17.9%) of 2,118 DHS_FHSRR may be classified as the candidate regulatory sequences that appear conserved in humans and nonhuman primates (Table 3) .
Similarly, a majority (79.0%-86.5%) of reported HSTFBS can be defined as candidate human-specific regulatory sequences using different sequence conservation thresholds ( Table 4 ). The relatively minor fraction (13.5% to 21.0%) of 3,803 HSTFBS may be classified as the candidate regulatory sequences that appear conserved in humans and nonhuman primates ( Table 4) . A majority (70.2%-79.7%) of reported hESC_FHSRR can be defined as candidate human-specific regulatory sequences using different sequence conservation thresholds ( Table 5 ). The relatively small fraction (20.3% to 29.8%) of 1,932 hESC_FHSRR could be classified as the candidate regulatory sequences that appear conserved in humans and nonhuman primates ( Table 6) . A majority (84.3%-89.7%) of reported other_FHSRR can be defined as candidate human-specific regulatory sequences using different sequence conservation thresholds ( Table 5 ). The relatively minor fraction (10.3% to 15.7%) of 4,249 other_FHSRR could be classified as the candidate regulatory sequences that appear conserved in humans and nonhuman primates ( Table 6 ). Based on this analysis, it appears that there is a relatively minor reference genome database refinements' effect on the accuracy of molecular definition of HSTFBS and FHSRR families of candidate HSRS.
Identification of highly conserved in nonhuman primates regulatory DNA sequences among candidate HSRS
To identify regulatory DNA segments that are highly conserved in nonhuman primates, the most stringent definition of the sequence conservation threshold was used by setting the minimum sequence alignments' match requirement as the ratio of bases that must remap of 1.00. Significantly, a given regulatory DNA segment was defined as highly conserved only when both direct and reciprocal conversions between humans' and nonhuman primates' genomes were observed using the MinMatch threshold of 1.00. Strikingly, the majority of both haDHSs (404 of 524; 77.1%) and HARs (2,262 of 2,739; 82.6%) were defined as the highly conserved in humans and NHP regulatory sequences lacking evidence of human-specific mutations. In contrast, only relatively small fractions of other classes of candidate HSRS were identified as highly conserved in nonhuman primates regulatory sequences, scored at 7.3% for HSTFBS; 8.3% for FHSRR; 9.4% for DHS_FHSRR; and 15.9% for hESC_FHSRR (Table 7) . Based on the results of the present analysis (Table 7) , the majority of HARs and haDHSs cannot be classified as the candidate HSRS; they should be defined as the regulatory sequences that are highly conserved in humans and nonhuman primates and lack evidence of human-specific mutations. A total of 3,793 regulatory DNA segments (Supplemental Data Set 1), which were previously defined as candidate HSRS, should be classified as the highly conserved in humans and nonhuman primates regulatory sequences, thus reducing the number of candidate HSRS by 24.7%.
Conclusions
Present analysis revealed a major reference database refinement's effect on the validity of molecular definitions of candidate HSRS. A total of 3,793 regulatory DNA segments, which were previously defined as candidate HSRS, appear lacking evidence of human-specific mutations and represent regulatory sequences highly conserved in humans, Bonobo, and Chimpanzee. Reported herein sequence conservation analysis reveals that only a small fraction of haDHS and HARs loci can be defined as candidate HSRS. A majority of haDHSs and HARs appear to represent highly conserved in humans and nonhuman primates candidate regulatory sequences, suggesting that human-specific phenotypes may evolve as a result of combinatorial interplay of both conserved in nonhuman primates and human-specific regulatory sequences.
Methods
Data source
Solely publicly available datasets and resources were used for this analysis. 
Data analysis
To test whether reported 15,371 candidate HSRS represent human-specific regulatory DNA sequences, the (minimum ratio of bases that must remap) were utilized to assess the sequences conservation and identify candidate human-specific (MinMatch of 0.95; 0.99; and 1.00) and conserved in nonhuman primates (MinMatch of 1.00) regulatory sequences as previously described (Glinsky, 2015) . The Net alignments provided by the UCSC Genome Browser were utilized to compare the sequences in the human genome (hg38) with the mouse (mm10), Chimpanzee (PanTro4), and Bonobo genomes. A given regulatory DNA segment was defined as the highly conserved regulatory sequence when both direct and reciprocal conversions between humans' and nonhuman primates' genomes were observed using the MinMatch sequence alignment threshold of 1.00 (Table 7) . A given regulatory DNA segment was defined as the candidate human-specific regulatory sequence when sequence alignments failed to both Chimpanzee and Bonobo genomes using the specified MinMatch sequence alignment thresholds (Tables 1-6 ).
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